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The whole journey took approximately twelve minutes. I lasted around four. Every. 

Single. Time.  

The Princess was brown – inside and out. Seats of luxurious velour that seemed 

to get softer with age. I had already set the tape at exactly the right place, so that when I 

got in, not a second was wasted. Good time management for a ten-year-old. 

I pressed play, Dad drove off.  

As The Eagles delivered their country-folk lullaby, I curled up into my Judogi 

jacket, cocooning myself to keep warm – those evenings were cold and dark, even in the 

summer. My eyes closed, taking me to that state between awake and asleep, not quite 

thinking and not quite dreaming.  

By my count, there were only five streets between the arena and home. The most 

tranquil part of the drive being Abbots Park. As we turned into this road of roads, the 

stream of houses and streetlights would vanish beneath the heavy trees, retreating into 

the night, leaving me with my twenty-second forest of serenity.  

Dad would sing along in a totally different key, getting various words wrong to 

each verse, correcting himself when heard what they were actually singing. 

‘All alone at the end of the highw…evening.’ The song was all the better for it. 

On the odd occasion, we would stop off at sensei Pat’s house. The adults would 

stand in the L-shaped kitchen, drinking home-made cider out of coffee mugs. I would 

sit on the worktop, staring at a baby cactus that looked like it didn’t belong. As much as 

I enjoyed sipping luke-warm lemonade from a polka-dot beaker, there was a yearning to 

return to my seat, to our music, to the world where I had him all to myself. 

And yet – four minutes in, I’d be out like a light. Every. Single. Time. 

 


